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The importance of sentencing in the
criminal justice process cannot be overstated. For the general public, sentencing is
quite often the gauge used to measure the
fairness and effectiveness of that process.
For those defendants who plead guilty
(approximately 80-90 percent of all criminal
defendants), sentencing is the only aspect of
the criminal process that matters. For those
defendants who do not plead guilty but are
convicted after trial, sentencing is still an
extremely important issue.
The sentencing process historically has
been the stepchild of our criminal justice
system. Neither basic law school courses in
criminal law and procedure nor practicing
lawyers and judges traditionally have
devoted much attention to sentencing
issues. However, this situation has begun to
change. Both the theoretical bases of
sentencing and current sentencing practices
are being challenged as irrational, unfair,
inconsistent, disparate, and ineffective.
Since the early 1950s, when the American
Law Institute developed the Model Penal
Code, many states have been responding to
these criticisms by including sentencing
reform among their major criminal law
reform efforts. Virginia has been no exception. Sentencing reform was an important
part of the revision of the criminal code
undertaken by the General Assembly in the
early 1970s and is the sale intent of Senate
Bill 180, which was introduced in the 1978
session of the General Assembly by Senator
Wiley Mitchell of Alexandria at the request
of Attorney General J. Marshall Coleman.
Sentencing reform was also one of the main
objectives of the major criminal law reform
project initiated by the federal government
in the late 1960s.
This article will examine a number of
problems inherent in our current sentencin~

system and will discuss several reform
efforts, including Senate Bill 180, aimed at
resolving those problems. None of the
criticisms is directed at particular judges or
juries, who undoubtedly try very hard to be
fair, rational, and consistent in imposing
sentences. The problem is rather with the
system itself and the lack of guidance given
to those imposing criminal sentences.
SENTENCING PROBLEMS

Any analysis of our traditional sentencing
system is complicated by the fact that
sentencing decisions involve complex value
judgments which often must be made in the
absence of supporting scientific and sociological data. As a result, the subject of
sentencing is difficult to discuss in an
objective manner. At the same time, high
recidivism rates and recent prison riots
make it obvious that the present system is
not working very well, and that some
reforms are needed. It is important to
analyze the variety of existing sentencing
problems in order to be able to identify more
clearly the best approaches to meaningful
reforms.
Failure to Identify the Predominant
Goal of Criminal Sentencing. Our present sentencing system is a mixture of all
four goals of criminal sentencingrehabilitation, deterrence, restraint, and
retribution-each with its own limitations.
This problem stems in part from substantial
underlying disagreement over the causes of
criminal behavior and its proper treatment.
For example, serious doubts are now being
raised about whether rehabilitation is a
realistic goal of the criminal law. And even if
rehabilitation is a proper goal, can it be
coerced in the prison setting? Clearly, little
in the way of effective rehabilitation has been
achieved; rather, the present system has
trained prisoners to become skilled actors
whose role objective is to convince the
parole board that they have reformed and
therefore should be released.

Deterrence is also an elusive goal.
Common sense tells us that the threat of
punishment deters criminal conduct, but
there is no way to estimate accurately how
many people are in fact deterred. Furthermore, although the major focus of deterrence has been on "tougher" sentences,
most commentators agree that the effectiveness of deterrence depends not only on the
severity of punishment but also on the
potential criminal's perception of the certainty and speed of conviction. Yet the
percentage of crimes cleared by arrest is
fairly low, and the percentage of individuals
actually convicted and punished is even
lower.
Restraint, like rehabilitation, involves a
difficult prediction-namely, trying to determine how "dangerous" an offender is and
how likely it is that he or she will commit
crime in the future. Ironically, it is precisely
in those cases such as "heat of passion"
homicides, where statistically the defendant
is highly unlikely to repeat the misconduct,
that the greatest community outrage would
result if the defendant were put on probation
or sentenced to a short term of confinement.
Retribution requires that difficult value
judgments be made regarding exactly how
much "punishment" should be imposed for a
particular crime. To complicate matters
further, commentators-and to a certain
extent the general public as well-have been
very reluctant even to include retribution as
a legitimate goal of punishment.
To reconcile all of these competing goals
of criminal sentencing, it is extremely
important for the legislature to articulate its
sentencing philosophy in a general sentencing provision, to guide judges and juries
in imposing sentences in individual cases.
Number of Alternative Sanctions
Available. Another sentencing problem
arises from the variety of alternative sanctions authorized by most criminal codes. In
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addition to imprisonment or a fine, these
may include probation, suspended sentence, restitution, and pre-sentence or postsentence diversion to a work or rehabilitation program. Unfortunately, judges
generally are not given guidelines for
deciding when a particular sanction is most
appropriate. And, as the number of alternatives increases, the opportunities for inconsistency and disparity in our sentencing
process also increase.
Inconsistencies in Penalty Provisions.
Historically, criminal statutes have been
enacted as ad hoc responses to specific
concerns, often without relating the new
crime to other similar offenses in the code.
As a result, major inconsistencies often exist
in our criminal codes. For example, in one
state breaking into a car to steal its contents
is punishable by a maximum prison term of
fifteen years; stealing the car itself carries a
maximum of ten years. In two states, bribing
a witness, juror, 0"T judge-carriesa maximum
prison sentence of five years, whereas
bribing a football player carries a maximum
of ten years.
Length of Prison Sentences. Both
authorized and imposed sentences for most
crimes tend to be longer in the United States
than in other western nations. The length of
permissible maxium sentences is perhaps
the most distorting aspect of our sentencing
system; however, it is also the most difficult
aspect to change politically. No legislator
wants to be labelled "soft on crime" or to
appear to be treating serious offenses lightly.
A related problem is that our present
system is geared to the worst offender, the
person for whom the maximum sentence is
appropriate. What of the ordinary offender?
For a given crime, the appropriate sentence
for the serious offender may well be the
authorized maximum (e.g., twenty years),
whereas a substantially shorter sentence
(e.g., one to three years) might be more
appropriate for the normal offender. In
practice, however, the assumption is likely
to be that the ordinary offender should be
imprisoned for roughly half of the maximum
---sentence: Thus, long-maximrrm--sentences
can distort the sentencing process both by
raising median and average sentences and
by giving judges too wide a range within
which to exercise their discretion, thereby
contributing to sentencing disparity.

Disparity among Offenders Convicted of Similar Offenses. Most observers
agree that current sentencing practices lead
to considerable disparity among sentences
for offenders convicted of similar offenses.
Although much can be said for attempts to
tailor sentences to the particular offender
and crime committed, substantial disagreement exists over what factors should
be considered by the judge or jury in arriving
at the appropriate sentence in a given case.
At a sentencing seminar conducted by the
author in August 1977, a group of trial court
judges from several different states listed
over thirty factors which they collectively
took into account in sentencing. Unfortunately, none took all thirty into account, and
the degree to which particular factors
influenced their decisions differed widely.

Among the factors considered were prior
record, age, drug history, education, economic problems, family problems, attitude
toward the offense, health, religion, cultural
differences, race and sex (both of which
were said to help, not hurt, the defendant),
and the judge's personal impressions concerning the defendant's "experience" as a
criminal.
Obviously, many of these factors are, at
best, suspect; others are clearly unconstitutional. Nonetheless, the judges felt that if
they were to tailor the sentence to fit the
particular offense and offender, they should
take as many factors as possible into
account. The validity of this approach is
open to serious question, however. According to one commentator:
Studies have been undertaken which
clearly demonstrate that substantial
differences in sentences cannot be
attributable to any justifiaQle difference
in cases. The argument often ·is advanced that each case is different,
representing a cluster of relevant
factors that in fairness must be taken
into account by the sentencing court or
parole board. Yet statistical examination of what courts and parole boards
actually do demonstrates that only a
relatively few factors, from 5 to 7 in
number, have any predictive power as
to the outcome in any case. It is
suspected that other factors are applied
randomly resulting in inconsistent and
ad hoc decisions. 1
Sentencing disparity is one of the most
serious deficiencies of our present system.
Most observers agree that this disparity has
an adverse effec( on, at a minimum, (1)
prisoners, who know many of the facts
surrounding their fellow prisoners' convictions and do not understand why they are
being treated differently, thereby making
them more difficult to rehabilitate; (2) the
public, which is more aware of disparities in
the sentencing process than is sometimes
acknowledged and which, as a result, begins
to question the integrity of the entire
criminal justice system; and (3) judges
themselves, who are left in a vacuum with no
guidelines or bases for comparison and who
therefore find it difficult to remove the
disparity.2
Disparity between Time Authorized
and Time Imposed. Only a very small
percentage of offenders actually is
sentenced to the maximum sentence for a
particular crime. This may well be because
judges and juries view the authorized
maximum as too long or because the
maximum is geared to the worst offender. In
any event, the public often does not
understand why, for example, the maximum
penalty for robbery is life imprisonment and
yet a particular defendant is given a
sentence of only five years.

Disparity between Time Imposed and
Time Served. To a certain extent, the
present parole system makes a charade of
our sentencing process. In most states, a
prisoner becomes eligible for parole after
serving only a stated portion of the sentence
imposed. In Virginia, for example, a prisoner
must serve one-quarter of the sentence
imposed, up to a maximum of twelve years
for an imposed sentence of forty-eight or
more years; a person sentenced to life
imprisonment is eligible for parole after
serving fifteen years. 3 The public impression
that the sentencing process is not taken
seriously is fed when prisoners are paroled
after serving, say, only five years of sentences that had average lengths of ten years and
maximum authorizations of twenty to
twenty-five years.
Furthermore, a feeling develops among
prisoners that they have a right to parole,
with the concomitant expectation that the)'
will be released on their first parole eligibility
date. Those prisoners who are not released
the first time they are eligible for paroleand most are not-become extremely
frustrated with the system, making them
even more difficult prospects for rehabilitation. While space limitations do not permit a
detailed discussion, the parole system, as an
integral part of our sentencing process, also
is in need of reform; it faces many of the
same problems which confront sentencing
judges and juries. For example, parole
officials hold widely varying opinions about
how the goals of punishment should be
reconciled and what factors the parole
board should take into account in deciding
whether a particular prisoner is an
appropriate risk for parole. 4
Procedural Unfairness in the Sentencing Process. Those procedural safeguards which are the essence of the
determination of guilt or innocence-e.g.,
an adversary hearing with witnesses testifying under oath and subject to cross
examination, restrictions on the admissibility of evidence, and written findings of fact
and reasons for a decision-generally are
absent-lrom-the sentencing process. Under
Virginia law, the defendant has a right to
examine the pre-sentence report which is
submitted to the judge and to cross examine
the social worker or other investigator who
prepared that report. However, other
safeguards are not provided. The inclusion
of additional procedural safeguards in the
?entencing process no doubt will be resisted
3Va. Code, sec. 53-251.

4The problem is exacerbated by the fact that most parole boards
are faced with extremely unrealistic caseloads which make it
virtually impossible to review cases thoroughly. For example,
proof was offered in a recent case brought by several inmates
against the Virginia Parole Board that the board members are able
to devote no more than twenty to thirty minutes per case to the
4,000-7,000 cases which each member is responsible for reviewing

annually-and this includes the time necessary for file review,
travel to nineteen different locations in the Commonwealth to
IHarvey S. Perlman, "Sentencing System Ineffective and

interview prisoners, the interviews themselves, and the prepara-

Disparate," Virginia Law Weekly, DICTA, Vol. 30, No. 15, pp. 1,3

tion of written recommendations concerning the cases. See

(1978).

Franklin v. Shields, 399 F. Supp. 309 (W.O. Va. 1975), cert. denied,

2Ibid., p. 3.

98 S. Ct. 1659 (1978).
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as unnecessary and time consuming. But
they may well be necessary to ensure
fairness and reduce disparity.
Finally, sentencing is one of the few
decisions given to the trial judge or jury with
virtually no review. Virginia, as well as most
other states, has no appellate review of
sentencing; the Virginia Supreme Court
does not review the sentence imposed by
the trial judge to make certain both that it
was appropriate given the facts of the case
and that it was in line with other sentences
being imposed for similar crimes throughout
the Commonwealth. As a result, there is
almost no case law dealing with sentencing
which might provide guidelines for trial
judges and juries and thereby reduce
sentencing disparity.
PROPOSALS FOR SENTENCING
REfORM

Approaches to sentencing reform can be
divided roughly into two categories. The first
retains the present sentencing system,
including parole and the wide discretion
given to judges and juries, and attempts to
correct some of its defects by introducing
more rationality and consistency into the
sentencing process.
The second category of sentencing
reform not only addresses the manner in
which sentences are presently imposed but
also challenges the theoretical basis upon
which they are imposed. These latter
proposals emphasize retribution, or "just
deserts," as the goal of criminal sentencing,
reduce considerably the discretion given to
judges and juries in imposing sentences, and
generally abolish parole.

Proposals for Incremental Changes.
Many of the efforts to reform the present
system can be inferred from the previous
comments on the various problems. For
example, almost all sentencing reform
efforts have separated sentencing provisions from the definitions of substantive
crimes. The hope is that the legislature, in
deciding upon the appropriate penalty for a
new offense, will compare it with similar
ones already in the code. Commendably, in
its revision of Virginia's criminal code in the
early 1970s, the General Assembly segregated sentencing provisions from the definitions of substantive offenses with only a few
exceptions, such as for rape and robbery.
Similarly, almost all sentencing reform
efforts have reduced substantially the
number of authorized sentencing classifications, in recognition of the fact that a large
number of sentencing classifications require
distinctions which are virtually impossible to
draw in actual practice. Thus, the revised
Virginia criminal code authorizes only seven
maximum prison terms (five for felonies and
two for misdemeanors) and three maximum
fines.
Shorter maximum sentences have also
been proposed by some. For instance, the
Model Penal Code would authorize a
sentence of twenty years to life for a first-

degree felony, ten years for a second-degree
felony, and five years for a third-degree
felony.5 However, most reforms have not
reduced sentences substantially. As an
example, the Virginia Code authorizes the
death sentence or life imprisonment for
Class 1felonies, twenty years to life for Class
2 felonies, five to twenty years for Class 3
felonies, two to ten years for Class 4 felonies,
one to ten years for Class 5 felonies, and one
to five years for Class 6 felonies. 6
One innovation designed to ease pressure
for long maximum sentences is the concept
of an "extended term" for the truly dangerous offender. Under this concept, if a
sentence of five to twenty years is authorized for a given crime, that sentence is
divided into a "normal term" (e.g., five to
twelve years) for the ordinary offender and
an "extended term" (e.g., thirteen to twenty
years) for the dangerous offender. Before
the extended term can be imposed, the
judge or jury must find that certain "aggravating factors" exist, such as the fact that
this is the second felony committed by the
defendant within a certain period of time or
that he is a professional criminal.
Many efforts to reform the present
sentencing system place a much greater
emphasis on probation than currently
exists. In fact, some proposals have created
what is in effect a "presumption" in favor of
probation as the appropriate sentence. 7 It
has also been suggested that the period of
parole should be shorter and more certain.
Instead of being for the remainder of the
prisoner's sentence, parole would be for a
fixed, short period of one to two years,
would be required of all prisoners (including
those who serve their full sentences), and
would be concerned solely with assisting
prisoners generally to adjust to their release
and to solve such problems as finding
employment and housing.

More Sweeping Alternatives. "Mandatory" sentences are one alternative aimed
at substantially reducing sentencing discretion. Unfortunately, however, "mandatory"
has more than one meaning. It may mean
that a particular sentence is required for
every conviction for a particular offense; an
example is a federal statute providing that
anyone who is convicted of robbery of a post
office be sentenced to twenty-five years in
prison if a dangerous weapon is used or if a
postal official is wounded. In general,
however, the term means that a mandatory
minimum sentence exists for the particular
offense. Furthermore, such a minimum may
be "mandatory" in the sense that either (1)
the defendant may not be placed on
probation or paroled until after the minimum
term of imprisonment has been served or (2)
a prison term less than the minimum may
not be imposed, even though the individual
5American Law Institute, Model Penal Code, sec. 6.06.
6Va. Code, sec. 18.2-10.

still is eligible for probation and parole.
Virginia presently follows the latter approach.
Mandatory sentences present several
major problems. To the extent that the
offender cannot be sentenced to less than
the mandatory minimum and is ineligible for
probation or parole, the mandatory
sentence ignores the specifics of both the
particular offense and the offender. The
purpose, of course, is to remove discretion
from judges and juries. The result, however,
may be further distortion of the criminal
justice process; judges and juries may not be
willing to convict for a particular offense if
they know that the offense carries a
mandatory sentence. Furthermore, it is
highly likely that the discretion which usually
is exercised by judges and juries at the
sentencing stage will be exercised instead by
the police and prosecutors at the arrest and
prosecution stages. Finally, if we are to have
mandatory minimum sentences, should
those sentences be set by the legislature or
the courts? Obviously, there will be much
less flexibility if they are set by the legislature.
A second sweeping reform proposal is for
a "flat" sentencing system, already adopted
by at least one state (Maine). "Flat sentencing" still gives the judge or jury the discretion
to sentence the defendant to any term of
years up to a prescribed maximum, but it
eliminates parole. Thus, the defendant must
serve the full term imposed. Flat sentences
put much more pressure on the judge or jury
to be correct in the first instance, since there
is no parole board to correct the situation at
a later point or to introduce flexibility into
the process by considering the offender's
rehabilitation during imprisonment.
Perhaps the most innovative of the recent
prosposals for major sentencing reform is
that of "presumptive sentencing." Under
this model either the legislature or a
sentencing commission establishes a "presumptive sentence" for each offense, and
judges and juries are required to sentence
within the range of that presumptive
sentence unless a deviation can be justified.
Parole is almost always abolished. Of the ten
states which have enacted new sentencing
provisions in the past several years, six have
adopted some form of presumptive sentencing. Presumptive sentencing bills are pending in the legislatures of six other states,
including Virginia. Also, two additional
states have authorized studies concerning
the feasibility of presumptive sentencing.
The proponents of presumptive sentencing
hope that the result will be "... to avoid the
inflexibility of mandatory sentencing and
the arbitrariness of unchecked discretion."8
A number of important issues are involved in presumptive sentencing. The first
is whether the presumptive sentence should
be a fixed term of years (as in the new
Arizona statute) or a more flexible term
based upon sentencing "guidelines" that
take into account the offense committed,

7E.g., National Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal
Laws, Final Report, sec. 3101 (1971).

8Perlman, "Sentencing System Ineffective and Disparate," p. 4.
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aggravating and mitigating factors, and
certain offender characteristics such as
prior record and age (as in the new
Minnesota statute). Under the guideline
system, a set would be provided for each
separate offense, with some indication of the
weight to be attached to each characteristic
of the offense and the offender.
Although all of the presumptive sentencing proposals permit deviations from the
presumptive sentence, they differ in the
extent to which those aggravating or
mitigating circumstances permitting a
sentence above or below the presumptive
sentence are articulated by the legislative
body or commission that establishes the
presumptive sentence. When a "fixed"
presumptive sentence is authorized (as
opposed to the "guideline" system), aggravating or mitigating circumstances generally
are spelled out in some detail. For example,
the Arizona statute lists such conditions as
actual or threatened infliction of serious
physical injury, the use of or threat to use a
deadly weapon, and the presence of an
accomplice among the aggravating circumstances vJ1ich would permit a higher
sentence. Additionally, the age of the
defendant and the extent of the defendant's
participation in the crime are stated as
mitigating factors. Indiana, on the other
hand, permits variations from the "fixed"
presumptive sentence but does not articulate any aggravating or mitigating circumstances.
Some disagreement exists as to whether
the legislature or a sentencing commission
should determine presumptive sentences
and the aggravating or mitigating circumstances that permit deviation from those
sentences. Some states have left these
decisions to the legislature, on the grounds
that it better reflects the public's views on
sentencing. Other states have delegated th~
responsibility to a sentencing commission,
on the grounds that the legislature has too
many other pressing concerns and not
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enough expertise to develop presumptive
sentences.
Another issue is how far the judge or
jury may deviate from the presumptive
sentence. Some states permit wide deviations. Indiana, for example, allows the judge
to add as much as twenty years to the thirtyyear presumptive sentence for a Class A
felony if aggravating factors are present, or
to subtract as much as ten years if mitigating
factors are present. California, in contrast,
allows only a one-year increase in or
reduction of the presumptive sentence.
Two final issues of presumptive sentencing concern the needs for written statements justifying particular sentences and
appellate review of sentences. Most of the
states that have adopted presumptive
sentencing have required judges to articulate in writing reasons for deviating from the
presumptive sentence, and most of them
also permit appellate review of such deviations.
The presumptive sentencing system
proposed for Virginia in Senate Bill 180
would establish a sentencing council made
up of correctional professionals, attorneys,
and members of the public to develop for
each offense a set of sentencing guidelines
which would take into account those
offender and offense characteristics deemed
appropriate by the council. The court or jury
would make appropriate findings concerning the existence of the various characteristics in a given case and would then impose
the presumptive sentence provided for in
the guidelines unless it considered another
sentence to be more appropriate. In the
latter case, the court or jury would have to
state in writing its reasons for deviating from
the presumptive sentence. Appellate review
of such deviations also would be permitted.

improving rather than changing the existing
system will help to reduce sentencing
disparity and inconsistencies but, in the view
of many, do not go far enough.
Most of the more sweeping proposals for
sentencing reform are based on the "just
deserts" model of punishment, with its focus
on determining the appropriate sentence for
the crime committed and requiring the
defendant to serve the full sentence. Parole
is abolished. Interestingly, the "just deserts"
model seems to appeal to individuals on
both ends of the political spectrum. As one
commentator has noted:
Those who tend to favor a stern and
unforgiving response to crime see the
reform as facilitating public accountability to assure that society's interest
prevails over the defendant's in the
imposition of sentences. Those who
tend to insist that governme t action be
tempered by fairness and an appropriate concern for the individual's rights
see the reform as reducing the injustice
of disparity and allowing the substitution of voluntary and effective rehabilitation programs for the existing con
game. 9
Of the more sweeping proposals for
reform, presumptive sentencing may well
hold the greatest promise for achieving a
workable balance between the desire for
flexibility in sentencing and the need to avoid
the arbitrariness that accompanies the wide
discretion given to judges and juries under
our existing system. Whether presumptive
sentencing is the answer for Virginia will be
addressed in future sessions of the General
Assembly, but clearly something must be
done. Sentencing reform in Virginia, as in
most states, is long overdue.

CONCLUSION

Reform of our present sentencing system
clearly is needed. Many of the specific
proposals for reform that are aimed at

9Ibid.
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